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Night of recognition

NEWS

Creative Communications Media Awards set to sparkle

Yvonne Raymond
CONTRIBUTOR
The school’s-out-for-the-summer excitement is about to get even crazier April
27 at the Creative Communications Media
Awards (CCMAs). This year’s coordinators Daria Lysenko and Kamila Konieczny,
two second year Creative Communications
(CreComm) students, have put together a
circus-inspired awards show to recognize
the work that first and second year CreComm students have done over the year.
About 300 students, staff, and media
professionals are expected to gather at
Alive in the District for the event, one that
many media industry professionals look
forward to each year.

Senior Anchor at CTV Winnipeg and
celebrity judge and award presenter for the
CCMAs, Gord Leclerc, said he wishes he
would have had an opportunity like this as
a student.
“I think it’s important when students
are wrapping up their year to have judges,
like myself, look at their work, critique it,
and give them some feedback. If I had had
the opportunity when I was in school, it
would’ve been cool,” he said.
The awards show acts as an annual gathering for past CreComm alumni and introduces new students to the media industry.
HOT 103 radio show host Chrissy Troy

said over half of their office are CreComm
grads so she has a connection to the event
and enjoys attending.
“The whole evening is fantastic,” she
said. “They really do put on a good show.”
“It’s nice that students are getting recognized for their hard work in a formal and
public setting,” said Troy’s co-host Ace
Burpee
Rose Dominguez, a second year CreComm student, said she’s looking forward
to be attending the awards show as well.
“I’m excited to reconnect, have fun, and
not think about school-- to dress up and
have our second last hoorah (grad follows
the CCMAs) before we depart.”
“There should be an awards show for every program,” she added.
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helping to develop our downtown and this
place into a safe, comfortable and inviting
community for everyone that walks in the
door...I implore you all not to let the actions

Photo by Jeremie Wookey

of a few troubled individuals change your
perception of what we do here,” Jonasson
said.
Since opening at its Kennedy Street location, the Lo Pub has become a friendly,
community-oriented place many students
frequent on a regular basis. University of
Winnipeg student Cynthia Wolfe-Nolin believes the Lo Pub is a great place for everybody to hang out, despite what happened.
“Since we don’t have a campus watering
hole like the U of M, the Lo Pub is the place

to go,” said Nolin.
Nolin was surprised to hear about the
stabbings that happened near the Lo Pub.
“It’s usually not a dangerous place at
all. So many good things come out of that
place, all of these events. It’s sad when one
group has to ruin it for everybody else,” Nolin said.
The Lo Pub is enjoyable for students, as
well as the musicians who perform there.
John Vogan, 24, singer and guitarist for
local group Rebel Yell, was angry when he
first got the news about the violent altercation.
“I was angry because Jack works so hard
to make the place safe, it was so random
and not representative of the Lo Pub at all,”
said Vogan.
Vogan said the Lo Pub has its own vibe,
and is not the same scene as other downtown bars that might carry a bad reputation.
In the wake of the unfortunate incident,
the Lo Pub is taking precautions and reviewing protocol.
“We will be assessing how we operate
to ensure that this kind of incident or anything remotely close to it will never happen
again,” wrote Jonasson.

What’s open on RRC campuses this summer?

RECREATION FACILITIES
From May 3rd until classes start in the
fall, the hours of operation of the Notre
Dame Campus gym will be 9:30 a.m. - 4

RED RIVER COLLEGE

ARTS EDITOR Brietta O’Leary

Violence outside the Lob Pub may hurt its reputation

LIBRARY
From mid-June through Labour Day
the Notre Dame Campus Library is closed
on Saturdays and closes early on Fridays,
at 4 p.m.
From mid-June through Labour Day,
the Princess Street Campus Library closes
at 4 p.m., Monday through Friday.
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Four stabbed at beloved bar
A cozy downtown bar, the Lo Pub & Bistro, has been through some tough times
recently. On March 29, four people were
stabbed during a 20-person brawl that occurred outside the establishment.
All of the victims are in their 20s and are
listed in stable condition. It was unclear
whether or not the attack was pre-empted
or random, but police reported some of
the victims may have been musicians performing at the Lob Pub for Mass Appeal
Mondays- a hip-hop themed night that has
previously done well and been without incident.
As a result of the violent incident, the Lo
Pub manager Jack Jonasson, who was unavailable for comment, has canceled Mass
Appeal Mondays. In an e-mail addressed
to members of the Lo Pub Facebook group,
Jonasson wrote about the issue.
“To say what has happened has deeply
affected me would be a gross understatement. I’m not a violent person, and don’t
understand what brings people to the place
where these kinds of actions are their only
recourse for solving conflict,” wrote Jonasson.
Jonasson stressed that he worries the
Lo Pub’s reputation has been harmed and
hopes people still find it an inviting place.
“I’ve worked long and difficult hours
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p.m. Monday through Friday (closed Saturday and Sunday).
Princess Street Campus Exchange
Fitness Centre hours remain the same in
the summer (6 a.m. - 10 p.m., Monday
through Sunday).
PRINT & GRAPHIC/COPY CENTRES
Centres are open regular hours (Monday to Friday 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.)
BOOKSTORES
Bookstores will have earlier closing

times (to be determined)
FOOD SERVICES
Food outlets will have earlier closing
times (to be determined)
REGIONAL CAMPUSES
Remain open in the summer.
Information courtesy of Red River College communications.
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WHO WE ARE
The Projector is the official newspaper of Red
River College and is published by the Red River
College Students’ Association (RRCSA) every
second Monday. The Projector is a member of
the Canadian University Press (CUP), a national
organization of student newspapers. Opinions
expressed in The Projector do not necessarily
reflect those of the students’ association or Red
River College. All material is herein copyrighted to The Projector, its contributors, and the
RRCSA.

WRITE FOR US
Anyone can write for The Projector, and Red
River College students are encouraged to
contribute. Simply pitch or submit an article to the
appropriate section editor or join our contributors’
list. Though we will consider all submissions, due
to space restrictions, The Projector cannot guarantee that all articles received will be published.
If you wish to respond to something you’ve read
in this issue, letters to the editor can be emailed
to editor@rrcsa.com. To ensure your chances
of being published, letters should strive to be
around 150 to 200 words in length. The Projector
reserves the right to edit all submissions for
length, as well as stylistic, grammatical, and legal
guidelines. The Projector also reserves the right
to reprint submissions at any time, in both written
and electronic formats. The Projector will not
publish content that it deems to be racist, sexist,
or otherwise hateful or prejudiced.
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RRC students vote in execs
RRC election sees 45 per cent increase in voter turnout

Kim Lawson
CONTRIBUTOR
Maybe it was something in the
coffee.
Or the cookies.
Whatever it was, it worked.
Red River College students
came out and voted.
In total, 866 students cast their
votes for next year’s Students’ Association (SA) representatives,
compared to 557 last year - a 45
per cent increase.
Stephen Pratt won a second
term as president, snagging the
uncontested position with 674 yes
votes to 141 no votes.
Incoming vice-president academic Danielle Voth ran a tight
race with Anna Walrond, grabbing the lead by just 50 votes.
Tania Czemerynski is the SA’s
new vice-president support services, a position that was uncontested.
The foursome is completed by
Nikki Harris, who won the vicepresident Princess Street position
over opponent Farrah Didur.
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The new executive team begins
their term in May.
Jeff Long, the current vicepresident of Princess Street Campus, attributes the increase in voters to a number of factors.
“There was a very visual presence this year. The campaign
tables in the atrium, stories in
The Projector, posters both for
the nomination process and election, and coverage on KICK-FM
all really helped get the word out

By the numbers

Number of votes per campus:
PRINCESS STREET
318
118 advanced polling
NOTRE DAME
463
66 advanced polling
STEINBACH
25 advanced polling

to students to come out and vote,”
said Long.
“The volunteers manning the
booths also did a great job of pulling voters in. They weren’t sitting
there texting on their phones,” he
said. “They were very approachable and proactive in getting students over for a coffee and cookie
and to cast their votes.”
Chief returning officer Marge
Pfaff, who was hired from outside
the college to oversee the elections and make sure everything
follows the SA’s policies and procedures, was impressed with the
work of the elections committee,
but also of the college’s support
for the SA.
“The support of the school
behind the students, by doing
things like providing coffee [courtesy of ARAMARK] and cookies
[from Hospitality Services] at the
booths, was great and it’s something that’s really important to get
people out and vote,” said Pfaff.
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“That includes support from
instructors, reminding their students to vote. One girl I talked to
said she would have forgot to vote
if her instructor hadn’t reminded
her class,” she said.
On the eve of a successful polling by the SA, Long said the elections committee is already making plans for next year.
“We have a template that
worked this year, which we will
add to for next year. We are looking at doing an evaluation of what
worked and what didn’t, which
will help us improve again next
year.”
Pfaff said one strategy would
be better inclusion of the college’s
regional campuses.
“I’d like to see an effort made to
do something for students away
from the two main campuses –
students in Gimli, Lac du Bonnet,
Steinbach – we need our awareness to reach them as well,” said
Pfaff.
While he knows improvements
can be made, overall, Long deems
this year’s turnout a success.
“Can we always do a better job?
Absolutely. We should be upping
ourselves every year. And with a
45 per cent increase, we definitely
did that this year.”

Campus Chatter
Did you cast your vote for the RRCSA election this year? If you didn’t, why not?
And what do you want to see changed when you come back next year?

COMPILED BY
Mike Choi

“No, because the voting didn’t
come to me, so I didn’t go to the
voting. Things are pretty good as
they are, unless they wanna put
things in like at Notre Dame campus, like a games room.”

Yeah, I voted. I’d like to see
them do something about more
parking spaces. It’s really hard
to find a place and you always
have to run out and refill the
meter. Everything else is pretty
sweet.

- Robert Piggott (1st year
Business Administration)

-Riley Davidson (1st year
Business Administration)

“I didn’t get a chance to vote
because I was always almost late
for class or on my way somewhere
else. I’d like to see just a crappy
black and white printer up on the
6th floor [of the Princess Street
Campus]. We don’t have one so
we have to keep interrupting other classes to print. “
-Roberta Hansen (1st year
Graphic Design)

I did vote. I’d like a slurpee machine and I’d like to drink more
often. Other than that, it seems
to be a pretty good school. I hope
they’ll make some changes I
haven’t though of.
-Brittany Moore (1st year
DMT)

Photos by Mike Choi

NEW + USED CELL PHONES
We have lots of contract-free cellular phones you can use to:
● replace your damaged/broken, lost/stolen, or outdated phone
● get the phone you really want
● activate on pay-as-u-go
● allow you to stay contract free
● phones for people who just want a new or different phone
A minimum of 30 days Warranty is included
with every phone we sell. We pay the GST for students.
TB CELLUTIONS PH. 299-5551 CELLUTIONS@MTS.NET
HTTP://CELLUTIONS.USEDWINNIPEG.COM
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Nanos to be built in Manitoba?

Manitoba
MLA
Bidhu Jha is looking to get
Indian auto company Tata
Motors to make their inexpensive, low emissions Nano
in the province, according
to the Winnipeg Free Press.
The Nano is known
as a cheap production car,
which, according to Newsweek and The Times, has
no power steering, a single windshield wiper, and
some use of plastic and glue
instead of welded steel.
Jha, a former engineer for the company,
thinks Manitoba’s land, human resources, and cheap
electricity rates make it
ideal for manufacturing.

Computer servicing leads to
arrest
An Ontario man has
been charged with possession
of child pornography after he
brought his computer in to be
serviced in Winnipeg last fall.
According to the
CBC, a repair technician
noticed pictures of what he
thought was child abuse
while working on the computer and called the police.
Approximately 200 images
showed children in various
sexual situations and are not
believed to have been created by the Ontario man, but
were taken from the Internet.
After police issued
a warrant for his arrest,
the man returned to Winnipeg having responded to
the warrant where he was
placed in custody on Friday.

Cleaning problems taken to
City Hall
A man whose property in south St. Vital is the
eyesore of the area has been
ordered by City Hall to do
some serious spring cleaning, reported the CBC.
Rusted
automobiles, old appliances, and
pieces of concrete are scattered around the yard owned
by Drago Kucas, who appealed an earlier order
to clean up his property.
Residents
complained to the city’s protection and community services
committee about Drago Kucas’ yard, saying the animals
he keeps give off an “awful
stench” and attract rodents.
Kucas
has
been given until June to
clean up his property, or
else the city will step in.

NEWS
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Red River College

STUDENTS’ ASSOCIATION
MAKE IT YOURS!

Make it yours!

Message from the executives
Stephen Pratt
President
sapres@rrc.mb.ca
(204)632-2474

Derek Krywyj
Vice President
Academic
Sa_vpsa@rrc.mb.ca
(204)632-2477
Richard Wolter
Vice president
support services
sa_finance@rrc.mb.ca
(204)632-2480

Hello Red River Students, I hope everybody enjoyed the rock the
vote kegger, for those of you who did not attend we had our last kegger of
the year. We also announced the winners of this years Student Executive
elected positions. Congratulations to:
Tania Czemerynski — Vice President Support Services
Nikki Harris — Vice President Princess
Danielle Voth — Vice President Academic
Stephen Pratt — President
HEALTH PLAN : If you planning on dropping your health insurance
you must do so within 30 days of the start date of you program. Opt-out
forms are available at FM66 (NDC) or in either SA office.

Jeff Long
Vice president
princess street
saprin@rrc.mb.ca
(204) 949-8466

Application To Graduate
Just a quick reminder to all grads, your application to graduate is DUE!
Please speak your instructor, check the web site or go to student services to inquire.

NEWS.. NEWS..
Up Coming Events
EVENTS
Feb.
9—Feb.23
Every Tuesday will be
MOVIE DAY
in the Cave
Popcorn specials
available at the
Ox

Join the SA Events
Email List
saevents@rrc.mb.ca

NEWS..

NEWS..

NEWS..

RRCSA
Food Bank
The Red River College Student’s Association operates a food bank
at both the NDC and PSC locations. As the days get warmer please
donate any gently used summer clothes along with your regular food
contribution.

Because everybody can use a helping hand

Wanting to fundraise for a good cause ?? Graduation party ?
Join a club or create a club and we will help by providing
assistance and opportunities…
Applications are available at CM-20, NDC or P110-160 at PSC.

Check out the
SA website @
www.rrcsa.com

Notre Dame Campus
CM20 - 2055 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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Princess Street Campus
P110-160 Princess Street
Winnipeg, Manitoba
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God hates fags. At least, that’s
what the Westboro Baptist
Church wants you to think.
The group is best known for
the hate-based picketing dead
soldiers’ funerals with signs that
say “Fag Troops,” along with
similar messages. These rallies
are organized by Shirley PhelpsRoper, Fred Phelps’s daughter.
The Westboro Baptist Church
(WBC) was founded in 1955 by
Fred Phelps and is still run by him
today.
The WBC’s most recent antics
include protesting in West Virginia in the wake of a fatal coal mine
accident, according to several
blogs. Their message: God caused
the miners’ death to punish America for its sinful ways.
“Obey your God, that is your
duty,” says Phelps-Roper, 52.
“Fear and obey God, and give the
glory of all his amazing works.
Hurricanes, dead soldiers, that
fag disease AIDS and decapitated
Canadians.” That last part refers
to the August 2008 beheading of
Tim McLean on a Greyhound bus
just west of Portage La Prairie,
Manitoba. The WBC attempted
to come into Canada to protest
his funeral. Almost everyone was
denied entry, and although a few
did get into the country, none appeared at the funeral.
I ask Phelps-Roper to explain
her motives for coming to Winnipeg. McLean was just a regular
nice guy who had his young life
tragically and horrifically taken
away from him, no?
“I want to connect the dots
for you,” explains Phelps-Roper.
“Dot A, your rebellion against the
commandments of God, to dot B,
you beheaded and snacked upon
the carcass of your fellow countryman.”
So just so we’re all clear now,
Tim McLean was murdered because of society’s rebellious nature against the word of PhelpsRoper’s God. I wonder why that
was never discussed on the news

CHURCH OF HATE
Projector writer interviews Shirley Phelps-Roper
of the Westboro Baptist Church
Jeff Ward
CONTRIBUTOR
Photo from Flickr Michael Lehet

as a possibility.
Freedom of speech is a remarkable thing. It gives us the power to
say whatever we want and is the
backbone of any activist group.
We wouldn’t have protests if free
speech didn’t exist. This is what
gives groups like the WBC the
right to say the outrageous things
they do. It is also freedom of expression that allows them to take
their opinions to the street and
have their protests, just like everyone else.
Therein lies the hypocrisy in
their argument against homosexuals. Is it right for the WBC to condemn homosexuals for enjoying

freedom of expression when they
so dearly rely on it themselves?
The short answer is no, but let’s
put the wisdom of Phelps-Roper
back into the equation.
“God gives both the responsibility and the right to do what we
do. Homosexuality is an abomination,” Phelps-Roper laughs,
adding, “you have two gay rights,
AIDS and hell.”
Those certainly aren’t the
same gay rights I’ve always heard
about. I think it’s time we hear
from someone on the opposite
end of the spectrum for some clarity.
Chris Vogel, the founder of the

iPad comes to Canada
iPad to hit stores in late May: will you buy one?

Kiran Dhillon
NEWS EDITOR
The wait is almost over. Apple
Inc’s (Apple) iPad was released on
April 3 in the United States. And
although Canadians do not know
when it will be available here, the
time is coming fast. Suzy Melo, an
employee at the Apple Store, Polo
Park, can’t give an exact date as to
when the iPad will be released but
said its release is imminent.
“We don’t know when it’ll be
released in Canada,” she said.
“We find out when you guys do.”
The product was unveiled in
late January by Apple CEO Steve
Jobs. It is now available at Apple
stores as well as online in the
United States. Selling for anywhere between $499 U.S. for a 16

GB and $829 U.S. for a 64 GB, the
iPad is an investment. Many users
are happy to have a large MultiTouch screen to view iPad apps or
to use as a bigger iPod. The MultiTouch screen is also best for surfing the internet, checking your
mail, watching YouTube, browsing photos, and accessing, iTunes
and iBooks.
Glenda Ollero, 26, owns an
iPhone and is an Apple fan but has
decided against getting an iPad.
“I was really keen on getting
one for my birthday. That was the
plan up until it actually came out
a few weeks ago,” she said. “Then
I changed my mind because it
seems like Apple did a mediocre

job on it. From what I’ve seen,
it seems just like an oversized
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Manitoba Gay and Lesbian Archive, played a big part in pro-gay
activism in the 1970’s. Vogel, now
62, is a very friendly open-minded
person who – get this – hates no
one, though it would be easy to
understand that as a gay man, he
has faced some serous prejudice
in his life. It must feel enraging
to see signs that say “God Hates
Fags.”
“It causes a slew of emotions.
It makes me angry, and sad, I also
think it’s humorous sometimes
just because of how ridiculous
these people are,” says Vogel.
“However, it is also important to
understand that what they do and
say don’t matter, and that prejudice will go away one day.”
Vogel is soft-spoken, but you
can tell that he is still very passionate about gay rights. Surprisingly enough, he doesn’t think the
WBC should be censored.
“There is a time and a place,
of course. Protesting the funerals
of dead soldiers is a completely
different animal than holding a
protest in front of a government
building,” Vogel says. “Let them
protest to their heart’s content. If
you’re a reasonable person, you’re
not going to buy what they’re selling, anyway.”
I bring to Vogel’s attention
Phelps-Roper’s belief that the
WBC has “bound this generation
to their standards.”
“These people are very closedminded,” Vogel laughs. “The
church does a lot of lying. They
have to make up these ridiculous
claims so that people will listen to
them. The truth of the matter is,
they’re the minority.”
We may think that homosexuals are a minority but the numbers
of gay, lesbian and bi-sexual people are constantly on the rise.
“Historically and socially everything is going right for the gay
community,” says Vogel, “and no
amount of closed-minded sign
holders is going to stop that.”
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Olympic refugees

Twenty two people
from nine different countries
have made refugee claims
in Canada after arriving for
the Vancouver 2010 Winter Olympics, said the CBC.
Although it hasn’t
been confirmed whether any
are athletes, the refugees
from Japan, Mongolia, Hungary, Russia, Ukraine, Georgia, Moldova, Nepal, and
Ghana are said to be part of
the “Olympic family” which
includes sponsors and support staff who travel with
each country’s Olympic team.
People seen to be
part of the Olympic family undergo a special application process and don’t
have to acquire the usual
Canadian visa, according
to the Olympic Charter.

Pull up your socks

The Bata Shoe
Museum in Toronto is now
showing an exhibit called
Socks: Between You and
Your Shoes which focuses
on the garment’s progression throughout history.
Thirteenth century socks
made from human hair
and a 900-year-old Egyptian sock thought to be one
of the earliest examples of
knitting are among the 40some rare socks on display
from around the world.
For more info go to
batashoemuseum.ca

Boy sent home to Russia
by mother
iPhone.”
Ollero said she’s going to wait
to invest in an iPad until the second generation version comes
out.
“I think I should wait for a second generation because Apple will
be aware of all the mistakes they
made on the original version, and
it will be significantly upgraded,”
she said. “Then it will be a product
that can stand on its own.”
Ollero also said that the overwhelming amount of coverage the
iPad has received in the media has
turned her off from the product.
“I’ve been oversaturated with
news on it,” she said. “Unless
Apple does something with it to
make it more functional or adds
an app that will set it apart from
my iPhone, I’m going to hold off
on getting one.”
To get news updates on the
iPad’s release in Canada, visit
www.apple.ca/ipad.

Photo from Flickr Steve Rhodes

INTERNATIONAL NEWS

Artyom Savelyev,
7, arrived alone in Russia on April 9 with a note
from his adoptive mother
saying she didn’t want
him anymore, reported
the Winnipeg Free Press.
Torry Hansen from Tennessee adopted the boy in September, but claims workers
at the Russian orphanage she
got him from lied to her and
that Artyom is violent with
severe psychopathic issues.
The boy, who was
sent to a hospital in Moscow for a checkup, has said
his adoptive mother pulled
his hair and didn’t love him.
The case is the
most recent in a long line
of adoptions by Americans
where Russian children have
been treated poorly. Russia has since threatened to
freeze all U.S. adoptions.
Hansen is now under criminal investigation.

OPINION
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No welfare for artists
Government needs to get priorities straight

Jess Chapman
CONTRIBUTOR
Manitobans were told just a
few of weeks ago to prepare for
some belt-tightening in light of
the forthcoming provincial deficit. You remember: the same deficit that compelled the government
to cut four million dollars from
job training programs, $527,000
from emergency response programs and $200,000 from energy
development initiatives. Apparently fiscal discipline has become
so anathema to this government
that even job training ends up on
the chopping block. We must be
in genuine financial dire straits if
things have gotten that bad.
Yet our minister of entrepreneurship, trade and training has
managed to unearth an extra 1.8
million dollars . . . to promote
Manitoba musicians?
“The hardest challenge for an
artist is on the financial side,” said
homegrown fiddling queen Sierra
Noble to the Winnipeg Free Press.
“The famous quote is ‘starving
musician’, and it’s getting better
and better for Canadian music
with funding, but it’s still so hard,
so this is going to help give it that
extra boost.”
You know what else might give
it an extra boost, Ms. Noble? A
regular paycheck. Also, YouTube.
This is a textbook example of
what can arguably be defined as
welfare abuse. The majority of our

province’s artists appear physically and mentally able to perform the same jobs we philistines
perform every day. Though they
may do just that without saying
so, they are nonetheless content
to sit back and let the government
checks roll in. And how joyful they
are when they open the mailbox!
Look at the most popular performance artists Manitoba has

“

Our province’s artists
appear physically and
mentally able to perform
the same jobs we
philistines perform every
day. Though they may do
just that without saying
so, they are nonetheless
content to sit back and
let the government
checks roll in.

produced. Burton Cummings.
Neil Young. Tom Cochrane. Hell,
even Bif Naked. Did they need
any level of government to pay for
their participation in the South by
Southwest festival? Their music
became famous – and profitable –
on its own merits. That is how the
market functions. And whether or
not they want to admit it, our lo-

cal musicians today are creating
products that will ultimately be
bought and sold in a market. If it
does not reach that level without a
boost from taxpayers, they should
rethink their ambitions or get better.
Of course, this would be the
sensible thing to do, and our government has a poor record of respecting our right not to be forced
to pay for art. Consider Finance
Minister Rosann Wowchuk’s
two-week-old decision to boost
the Film and Video Tax Credit
from 25 to 30 per cent. Consider
their acceptance of two million
dollars in federal funding to make
us this year’s “cultural capital of
Canada,” complete with cello festival. Now consider whether any
of this is in the public interest.
I recall asking Charlene Diehl,
director of the Winnipeg International Writers’ Festival, a question along these lines in the fall.
She said that circuses are just as
much worth our money as bread
for the purpose of “nourishing the
spirit.” Thankfully for you taxpayers, my spirit is fat and happy after writing this piece, and it hasn’t
cost you a cent.
Regardless of whether public
arts spending per capita is two
million dollars or two cents, the
very principle of the matter is fundamentally wrong and should be
explicitly abandoned.
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Is this funny or offensive?
My first foray into editorial murkiness: free speech vs. keeping the peace

Sandy Klowak
Editor in Chief
With not even one publication
under my belt as the new Editor
in Chief of The Projector, already
I’ve come up against an ethical
dilemma.
I received a humour column
from one of our regular contributors, J. Williamez, a comedian
who has made a name for himself
around the city with his crude,
off-colour and often hilarious humour. As part of his regular farce
advice column, Sage Advice, he
wrote a very satirical piece that
dealt with domestic abuse (see
inset). Clearly, the humour (for
those who see it that way) is derived from the seriousness of
the letters’ tone (both letters are
completely fake, to be clear) juxtaposed with the ridiculousness of
the advice provided. Clearly the
column’s surface message about
women is not to be taken seriously. But does that make it ok?
Yes, this is humour, but does it
cross the line? Should it get into
the paper? Where is the limit on
what’s acceptable, in the name of
comedy? And what’s the role of a
student publication when it comes
to stretching that limit? This is an
issue that will keep coming up, in
a variety of circumstances.
On a personal level, I’m not of-
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of humour, but I also care about
being respectful to those who
have been touched by controvercial issues like domestic violence,
and it’s not our place as a paper
to provoke and insult our readers
without thought. Clearly, there’s
been thought here.
I’ve chosen to print the column
in the context of this editorial because I’m really fascinated with
the mental dilemma it brought
up, especially for a young journalist like myself. It’s not often that I
find myself so divided on an issue.
Should an student editor push the
limits, print this kind of thing and
see what happens? Or should they
be sure not to offend those who
don’t take this column lightly, and
take the safe road, leaving it out?
What would you do if you were
me? How would you respond
if you saw this column in print,
standing on its own in a humour
section?
Let The Projector know what
you think—tweet to @rrcprojector, respond on our Facebook
group (The Projector), or email us
at editor@rrcsa.com. I’ll compile
responses for a follow-up column
next issue.

Aramark must go
Students deserve better food services on campus

Mat Preprost
Contributor
I was standing in line a few
weeks ago buying two slices of
pizza from the Aramark café for
the low price of the average Canadian mortgage payment, when I
suddenly became very angry.
And I’m not sure exactly what
I was most angry about. Was it
myself, for spending so much of
my money these past two years on
bland, processed foods that have
less flavour than a piece of cardboard?
Or was I angrier with the college for deciding that an American-based corporate food company – who has hit the news on
at least one occasion after firing a
worker in Michigan for reporting
unsanitary conditions, including
rat droppings and mice in refrigerators – is what students deserve
to eat when they’re on campus?
But I do know I’m not the only
pissed-off student.
In fact, disgruntled students
across North America are turning
to the Internet to air their grievances. On Facebook, dozens of
groups decry food service provid-

ers like Aramark and Chartwells,
the latter of which is a subsidiary of the U.K.-based Compass
Group, the world’s largest supplier of prison meals.
One group, “Students United
Against Chartwells Food Service,” boasts over 1,200 members.
Another group, “I don’t need sex,
because Aramark screws me every
day,” has almost 400 members.
In February, students at the
University of Ottawa staged an
“Anything But Chartwells Day,”
boycotting Chartwells-operated
cafes on campus. A Facebook
group dedicated to that boycott
has over 2,300 members.
Schools are slow to understand
that we are an entirely new generation, with new eating habits.
We want our food fresh, and most
importantly we want it local on all
fronts.
The slop we buy from Aramark at ridiculously high prices
is matched by neither high quality or nutritional value, and the
service we get is remarkably mediocre.
Here at home, the University

of Winnipeg is starting to under- runs in five year increments. So
stand. Last year they cut their what about after this contract
contract with Chartwells and is done? Well, likely another rebrought in Ben Kramer, a highly newal.
regarded Winnipeg chef, to liven
“We’re happy with the arup the university’s cafeterias.
rangement we have with AraThe main reason for the move mark,” said Robert Olson, aswas the university’s new resi- sociate VP for campus services.
dence, McFeetors Hall, which
put several hundred students
on a meal plan with nowhere to
eat on campus.
And the result? A menu
that’s still student-focused, but
bigger and better – bison burgers, quesadillas, potato salads,
wraps, hand cut fries, and even
vegetarian options. The food
is fresh, diverse and most importantly, from local sources.
No powdery and murky macaroni and cheese that looks like it Illustration by Thor Blondal
was made in a bathtub in some
warehouse from God-knows- “They’re providing the services
where.
we asked for, and meeting the obAnd for the U of W, it’s working ligations we established when we
– sales are up 25 to 30 per cent, were looking for a provider.”
they claim.
So the college is happy, but
Meanwhile, RRC has recently have they even bothered to ask
renewed their contract with Ara- the student who shells out half of
mark, a contract the college says a pay cheque for a chicken Caesar
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wrap and a diet Coke?
With construction underway
on RRC’s new campus – the
Union Bank Tower next to city
hall – a couple hundred culinary
arts and hospitality students will
bring their skills downtown. Plus,
the campus includes the college’s
first student residence, which
will no doubt need a meal plan
of some kind.
The new campus will house a
110-seat fine dining restaurant
called Jane’s, the Hard Drive
Café, a 100-seat “casual diner,”
and another convenience store.
Though the campus won’t open
until 2012, the college has ample opportunity to make things
right with the way it delivers
food services to its students.
Everything is in place, and
the college would be a fool not
to respond to the changing needs
of its students. The college may be
happy with Aramark, but if they
ask the students, they may be surprised to hear a resounding “no.”
Because we deserve better.

HUMOUR
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1

Your room looks like a
BFI bin exploded.
It’s one of those things
that would never go messy in
the summer, but amidst the final
assignment and exam craze, you
don’t even notice that you’ve been
tip toeing around your room to get
to your bed at night. Laundry is a
whole other question.

2

Your favourite playlist
has suddenly gone from
Coldplay’s “Yellow” to the
Beastie Boys’ “Fight for
Your Right.”
Ah, the party tunes. A few
weeks ago you were listening to
the most mellow music feeling
like the world was going to end.
Now the air is getting warmer,
your pants and sleeves are getting
shorter, and you’re ready to party.
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Ten signs you know it’s
time to empty your locker
and stock up on sun block

3

You’re crawling at a
snail’s pace to class on all
fours with your tongue out
and eyes drooping.
If you’re not into the party
tunes yet, you’re at the burnout
stage. The days can’t get any longer, you can’t get enough coffee,
and your class participation is at
an all-time low.

are populated with people again.
But you’re sitting in class, angry
you didn’t follow the pack, as you
stare at grey walls and an instructor whom you’re not
quite sure what he or she
is saying anymore.

5

You’re positive it’s more
important to be planning
your camping trip at Folkfest that’s in two months
than studying for your exams
next week.
At this point, you’re not registering any school work.

6

4

Students are
suddenly dropping out of class
due to “illness.”
But you’re pretty
sure they’ve just
opted for some gelati on Corydon
Avenue or some
patio time at
Bar Italia.
The campus
walls
suddenly
feel like a
prison.
You look

7

You don’t want to read
a single word on a single
sheet of paper ever again.
You can’t focus on the
letters and you don’t care what
the letters are trying to say. Quite
frankly, you could tear the book
sitting in front of you to shreds.

8

Yvonne Raymond
CONTRIBUTOR

outside and the sun is shining, the
skies are bright blue,
a n d
the streets

the test questions your instructor is offering up.
Are you even in class?

You’re busy doodling a
detailed sketch of the beer
bong you and your buddies
will be creating for your
“all-finished-school kegger” rather than
writing
down

Time either feels like it’s
at a standstill or it’s whizzing by so fast you feel like
you’re being chased by a
cheetah that just won’t let up.
You’re so excited that school is
almost over but these classes keep
running on and on and on – you
constantly ask yourself when it
will end. Or it’s the contrary. You
realize how many term papers
you need to catch up on because
you didn’t take your instructor’s
advice on starting early before
exams and time is going by so
fast you feel like you don’t even
have time to open your agenda to
check when they’re due and that
person from work can forget you
picking up their shift because you
just have too much to do and so
little time and whoa…you’re out
of breath.

9

Your acute snooze hitting problem has now become chronic.
You’ve exhausted every
brain tissue and muscle in your
body, you feel totally lifeless and
no longer care how late you are
for class or whether or not
you make it at all.

10

Did
I
mention
you don’t
want
to

study?
Even
cleaning
your messy room
sounds
more
tempting.
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Wild, wild world
by Jeremy Giacomin
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In 1958, the soccer world was
shocked when they watched a
17-year-old South American boy
out-class all his opponents in
the World Cup, scoring twice in
the World Cup final to bring his
country glory. He made his
name in that tournament
and never let up for the rest
of his illustrious career. He
is known worldwide as
Pele and his heroics that
year are at the top of
an endless list of great
moments at the FIFA
World Cup.
This World Cup is
very special: it’s the
first time an African
nation has been
awarded the honour of host. Af-

rica is arguably the most soccercrazed continent in the world, but
they have never hosted the grand
FIFA event before due to the intense poverty there. This year,
South Africa will have nine cities
proudly hosting the 32 teams and
millions of fans.
The tournament has been
played 18 times since the inaugural 1930 World Cup in Uruguay.
The first two FIFA tournaments
were won by the host countries,
crowning Uruguay and Italy as
World Champions. Since then,
the host country has won the tournament four more times: England
in ‘66, Germany in ’74, Argentina
in ‘78 and France in ‘98. The host
country always has a massive advantage, playing in front of their
people on home soil. Come June
11, 2010, South Africa will be
hosting the world, but nobody
expects the South African team to
even make it out of their group A:
France, Mexico and Uruguay.
Although the host country may
not have a chance, the five other
African nations are seeing this
tournament as their best shot at
glory. Ivory Coast, Nigeria, Cameroon, Algeria and Ghana will be
playing for not only their countries’ pride, but also for their continent’s pride. An African nation
has never won the World Cup, or
even made it into the semi-final
round, so this is their time to shine
in front of the world.
The stage is set, schedules have
been made and the tickets are
booked. There is nothing left but
the soccer to be played. Within the
eight groups, there is always one
that stands out to be the most difficult. and infamously proclaimed
the “group of death.” This time
it is group G: Brazil, Ivory Coast,
Portugal and North Korea, the
first three all having genuine title
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aspirations.
The bookies have placed Brazil, a team full of world superstars,
as one of the tournament’s favourites with a 5/1 chance of becoming world champions for the sixth
time. Besides the fact that Brazil
has won the most World Cups,
with five stars currently on their
jersey, Brazil can boast one stat
that must be looked at with a huge
amount of respect: they are the
only country to have ever won the
World Cup outside of their continent. Winning the 1958 World
Cup in Sweden, the 1970 World
Cup in Mexico, the 1994 World
Cup in USA and the 2002 World
Cup in Japan/ Korea, Brazil has
historically taken advantage of
the World Cups where the host
country is not a major threat and
are almost expected to do it again
this time around.
Having also won the 1962
World Cup in Chile, Brazil has
conquered four of the seven continents. Being a strong favourite
to win again this July, do not be
surprised if they get their fifth
continent under their belt. With
Australia competing to host the
2018 World Cup, you know exactly what Brazilians are thinking.
It’s very fitting that the Brazilian
flag is centered with an image of
the earth.
The World Cup kicks off on
June 11 with host South Africans
taking on Mexico. You can join
millions around the world and
follow every single game on the
CBC.
Steve will be travelling to South
Africa come June and July, to cover the event for Shaw TV.

Stadium buzz
New stadium means good things for U of M football, Winnipeg at large
Kalen Qually
CONTRIBUTOR

You can only roll your eyes so
much before you’re permanently
staring at your eyelids. For some
Winnipeg Blue Bomber fans,
dreadful times have given way to
this zombie-like state. From the
antics of former coach Mike Kelly,
to the insubordinate linebacker
Barrin Simpson, or reports of
league-leading financial losses,
the organization was due for a spit
shine.
David Asper spotted them one
better: an overhaul. Asper, chair
of the board of directors for the
football club, along with Bombers’ chairman Ken Hildahl and
University of Manitoba president
David Barnard, announced at a
press conference on March 31
plans to construct a new football

stadium located at the University
of Manitoba, to open in 2012.
The press conference took
place at the old stadium, with
clear evidence that a spit shine
wasn’t enough for this team and
their decrepit home.
“I think what you saw (on
March 31) was the best evidence
of it,” said Asper. “While I was
waiting for my turn to speak, I
noticed there was water dripping
onto my shoulder and I was standing in a pile of pigeon poo.”
In Asper’s opinion, “the house
that Milt built” won’t stand much
longer. He added, “the reality is
if you look at the engineering reports and walk around the facility you can see that its time has
come.”

The Bombers aren’t the only
football program desperate for
an extreme home makeover. The
U of M Bisons will play out of the
proposed new stadium and head
coach Brian Dobie is blunt in his
opinion of their current field.
“As big a win as (the new stadium) is for the University of
Manitoba, I think the ultimate
winner is probably Bison football,” said Dobie. “The reason I
say that is that our facilities, with
all due respect to the University of
Manitoba, are rock bottom in the
country.”
David Asper’s comments were
made at Bomber offices, not long
after separate meetings on the
morning of April 1 with Premier
Greg Selinger and Hugh McFa-
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dyen, leader of the opposition in
Manitoba, to discuss the $90 million in tax dollars being loaned
to Asper for the new stadium.
Frustrated by doubt expressed by
McFadyen in his ability to eventually repay the loan, Asper credits
those who are on his side.
“It’s taxpayers’ money and I
think it’s good to have this debate,” said Asper. “What I don’t
like about it is when you get into a
self-destructive debate and nothing ends up happening, so great
credit to the premier and mayor
(Sam Katz) for having the spine to
do what’s clearly the right thing.”
The proposed new stadium is
budgeted at $115 million and will
sit 33,000 people, which can be
expanded to 40,000 in the event

we host a Grey Cup, a sure
thing in the near future, according to Asper.
“We’ve been promised by
the league that we’ll have a
Grey Cup within five years of
completion, so it won’t be long
before the Grey Cup will be
back in Winnipeg.”
It would make for one hell
of a house-warming party to
have the Grey Cup in opening
year, 2012, but Asper noted
that wouldn’t be likely because
it’s the CFL’s 100th anniversary. Nobody, especially Asper, is
ruling out a Winnipeg-hosted
Grey Cup in 2013.
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2010 golf preview
Lots of great options for golfers in Manitoba
Sean Angus
CONTRIBUTOR
It’s that time of year again. Golf
course maintenance crews are
preparing their courses for another summer of wet days, dry days
and of course, many, many divots.
Due to recent warm weather
conditions, a few courses are open
a bit earlier than previous years.
One of these courses is Niakwa
Country Club. It’s a private course
that any non-member should take
the opportunity to play, if give the
chance. Renovations that began
years ago are in the final stages
of completion, including new and
improved sand traps, refurbished
greens and improved drainage for
rain.
Niakwa, which is preparing to host the 2011 Canadian
Men’s Amateur Championship
and more recently both the 2010
Manitoba Men’s and Women’s
Junior Championships, looks to
be in great shape but is private
and memberships can be steep.
For those who stick to public
courses, one to consider is Fantasy Lake Golf Course. It’s an
interesting set of holes to say the
least. It’s Manitoba’s only 18-hole
par-3 course and is highlighted by
an island green.
A short course like Fantasy
Lake can be a nice break from
playing longer, more conventional courses and only costs a reasonable $20 for adults.
Although Winnipeg has a lot to

offer during golf season, there are
many, if not more, great options
outside the city.
The course that has everyone talking is Granite Hills Golf
Course just outside Lac du Bonnet. This scenic club located one
and a half hours northeast of
Winnipeg offers a challenging yet
very playable golf experience. For
a course generating so much publicity, the $40 base weekend rate is
certainly within reason.
Despite high praise, SCORE
Golf Magazine only ranks Granite Hills second among Manitoba
public courses. First spot on their
list went to Falcon Lake Golf
Course. This should not come as
much as a surprise as Falcon Lake
impresses year after year with
excellent course conditions and
playability. An hour and a half east
of Winnipeg, Falcon Lake rarely
disappoints. Playing there will set
you back $48 on a weekend and
note that spikes are mandatory on
shoes.
For those who are busy in the
summer months, golf can be difficult to fit into the schedule but
we in Manitoba are blessed with
some solid courses on which to
work on our game. If you have
time and the weather cooperates,
here are the five top courses to
check out.

Top

5
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public courses

to play in 2010
1. Granite Hills Golf Course
2. Falcon Lake Golf Course
3. Hecla Golf Course
4. Fantasy Lake Golf Course
5. Lake of the Sandhills Golf Course

RBC promises a party

Canadian Junior A Championship to be held in Dauphin
Photo from RCB Cup

“Come for the games, stay for
the party.”
That’s the message from Doug
Hedley, the event coordinator for
the 2010 RBC Cup in Dauphin,
Manitoba. The RBC Cup is the
Canadian Junior A championship
and will take place from May 1 –
9. It will boast some of the best
junior hockey you can find in the
country – and some great entertainment to go along with it.
“Charlie Major has got the
opening ceremonies on Friday
April 30,” Hedley said.
The country singer will be
the headline act for that night at
the Dauphin Countryfest Cabaret/Saloon, with entertainment
planned throughout the week.
With hockey and music intended
for nearly every day of the week, a

lot of work needed to go into the
planning process, and that means
a lot of volunteers.
“It has been a huge undertaking for sure, the whole community is involved,” said Hedley.
“We have over 300 volunteers and
10-12 different committees. The
people have done an outstanding
job,” he added.
Volunteers and organizers
started getting ready for the RBC
Cup in 2007. Dauphin was chosen to host the event after a long
selection process involving the
Manitoba Junior Hockey League
(MJHL), and Hockey Canada.
This year will mark the first time
the RBC Cup will be hosted by an
MJHL team since 1992. Back then
the championship was known
as the Continental Cup, and was

Thomas Shirtliffe
CONTRIBUTOR
played in the now non-existent
Winnipeg Arena. For MJHL commissioner Kim Davis, the RBC
Cup has been a long time coming.
“It’s very important that a
member team in our league gets
to host it this year,” said Davis.
“It’s long past due and we’re really excited about the opportunity
to host such an important national event as this one.”
Davis said the RBC
Cup will bring a certain amount
of notoriety to Dauphin, and the
league. Especially with so many
people coming from across of
Canada to watch, play and enjoy.
“A lot of people are talking
about Dauphin, being here and
the fact that the event is going to
be here. It brings a great deal of focus to the hockey that is happen-
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ing in our league and to the event
itself, once it starts.”
Dauphin will be competing
against four other teams from
across the country, and will be doing so in a recently built arena, the
Credit Union Place. The arena,
which seats over 2000, is seen as
second to none in Junior A hock-

ey, according to the organizers,
and is just one of the reasons to
make the trek out to Dauphin next
month.
Hedley summed up the feeling
of everyone involved.
“There is going to be a ton of
action, a ton of hockey and a ton
of fun.”
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CONCRETE
PLAYGROUND

Fresh sport offers cheap, exciting option to stay active this summer
Keth McCullough
SPORTS EDITOR
In a society where playing organized sports has long been too
expensive for many, young men
are forced to search for ways to
keep fit that don’t break the bank.
A relatively new sport to North
America is making waves and
looking to provide a fresh answer
for guys. It’s called parkour and,
according to Bryan Watson and
Spencer Bialek, the sport has never been bigger.

Watson and Bialek are members of Winnipeg Parkour
(WPK). Watson said membership, which is free, has increased
from 30 members in 2006 to almost 300 now. WPK has been
featured on Citytv and CBC as
interest continues to expand.
This popularity is not limited
to Winnipeg. A quick YouTube
search reveals many videos with
well over five million hits each.

The School of Indigenous Education
welcomes you to the
10th Annual

Honouring Aboriginal Graduates

Friday, May 7, 2010

The “parkour” page on Facebook
has over 40,000 fans. Watson said
this increased exposure in the
media and on the Internet is a key
factor in the sports growth.
“More and more people have
been coming out to our training
sessions and if you look at how
we’ve been getting a lot of coverage on mainstream media lately,
the word is spreading through
that,” said the 20-year-old traceur, a male practitioner of the
sport.
So we know it’s growing in
popularity, but what is parkour
exactly? Often defined as the art
of getting from point A to point
B as efficiently as possible, this
definition does little to explain the
athleticism of traceurs.
Imagine running to catch a bus
and leaping over a bench, flipping
over a parked car and scaling a
steel railing simply to get to that
elusive street corner. Now you’re
thinking in parkour terms.
It doesn’t have to be quite as
intense as the opening scene from
Casino Royale however, at least
not at the start. According to Watson, there is a lot that goes into
Photo by Trevor Johnsen

2055 Notre Dame Avenue (North Gym)
11:30 am - Pipe Ceremony in the Medicine Wheel Garden
1:00 pm - Grand Entry
2:45 pm - Greetings from Interim President
Cathy Rushton and Elders in Residence
3:00 pm - Honouring Aboriginal Graduates
5:00 pm - Feast featuring Métis & Inuit Entertainment
Masters of Ceremonies - TBA
Arena Director - Ian Hotomani
Host Drum - Buffalo Red Thunder

Graduates of RRC register online at:
www.rrc.mb.ca/aboriginaleducation
For more information, please contact Tracy Brant at:
632-2106 or tbrant@rrc.mb.ca

setting the foundations before
jumping from rooftops can even
be considered. He said new members could expect to learn some of
the essentials at their first session,
held weekly at Fantastic Gymnastics & Educational Centre, at 1-55
Henlow Bay. These essentials include basic rolls, vaults and how
to properly fall.
“It’s more than just a bunch
of hooligans jumping around on
boxes, there’s a lot that goes into
it,” he said.
Despite the attempt to teach
newcomers “the right way”, with
a sport involving such intense
pushing of the body, a risk of injury is inherent.
While Watson admitted the
sport could be dangerous, he
pointed out that the same could
be said for high contact sports
like hockey or football. He said
that, just as those sports do, WPK
takes precautions to ensure the
safety of their members. Everyone
is made to stretch at the beginning
and end of each session and all
leading members must be trained
in first-aid.
“The injuries come from people who don’t listen and try to do
too much too fast,” said Watson.
Watson said parkour can be
an option for people looking to
stay active but without wanting
to spend too much of their hard

Photo by Trevor Johnsen

earned cash.
Indeed, the cost of more mainstream sports such as hockey has
become too much of a burden for
many Canadian families to bear.
A 2009 discussion piece from the
CBC website says that a season of
hockey can be $5,000 a child, not
including additional equipment,
extra tournaments and gas.
“A major plus to parkour is that
it’s cheap. The body is your only
piece of equipment, all you really
need are shoes,” Watson said.
While hoping the sport continues to evolve, Watson and Bialek
say the most important thing is to
maintain the sense of community
that has shaped parkour for generations.
“It’s always been about a lot of
positive-minded people coming
together. In other sports you have
your team and then all the other
teams are your rivals. In parkour
it’s different. Everyone has each
other’s back, it’s like a brotherhood,” said Watson.
“There’s no competition in
parkour and that’s what I think
has drawn a lot of people to it. I
would hate to see parkour lose
that,” Bialek added.
For his part, Watson said they
are always looking for new “converts”.
“We’re open to anyone who
wants to come out and try something a bit different. We can’t
give them the structure of football
or whatever but it’s cheap, it’s a
great way to get fit and we think
people will really like it.”
To learn more or get involved,
visit winnipegparkour.com.
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Yuri’s Night
Space-themed party started slow, packed a punch
Jeff Ward
CONTRIBUTOR
Glowsticks, techno, lasers, ravers and a cash bar. That was last
Monday night at the Planetarium.
On April 12, roughly 150 people
packed the Touch the Universe
exhibit at the Manitoba Museum
to attend Yuri’s Night, a party
celebrating the 49th anniversary
of the day Cosmonaut Yuri Gagarin became the first human being
in space. The Manitoba Museum
hosted one of 121 parties in 44
countries across the globe.
To be perfectly honest
the night started with a whimper.
It was just plain boring. I spent the
first ten minutes walking around
looking at the exhibits in Touch
the Universe, few of which have
been updated in the last decade or
so. There were a few new things
brought out especially for this occasion, however, like a projection
of the 1969 moon landing, also
viewable on very old television
sets, a cardboard cutout of Canadian Astronaut Bob Thirsk, with
whom you can get your picture
taken, and a playable demo for
Project Whitecard’s new NASA
MMORPG (Massively Multiplay-

er Online Role-Playing Game).
There was also some fantastic
music.
As people started piling in, the atmosphere got a little
more electric and people started
having fun, although there really
wasn’t much to do. The museum
had scheduled some guest speakers to talk at the event. UFO
researcher Chris Rutkowski
showed a de-classified government document about UFOs.
Kinda cool, until you realize
UFO stands for unidentified flying object. That can mean anything seen, in the sky, not necessarily an alien spacecraft. Other
speakers included a Mars Society
Winnipeg chapter and meteorite
hunter Ralph Croning, but were
fairly dull overall.
Free pizza was provided
by Panago, all of which was devoured within moments of its
arrival. We were told more was
on its way, a promise that proved
empty.
The best part of the night was
the music. The Planetarium was
transformed into a nightclub. La-

sers, lights, live mixed tunes from
DJ Cyclist, Beekeeni and King
Kobra were heard throughout
the building and it was awesome.
They had live video feeds from
space, mixed with some wicked
space-themed visuals. The costume contest was also done in the
Planetarium and the winner was
a “Satisfaction Robot” that was
very well done. It was basically a
nerd-oriented party and it was off
the hook.
All in all, Yuri’s Night
saved itself from being boring with
that space rave, but it was dangerously close to being a snooze-fest.
And with tickets at $10 and the
drinks reasonably priced, it was a
great party for those on a budget.
If they bring back the Planetarium
nightclub, I’ll definitely go back
next year. Yuri’s Night gets a 3 out
of 5.
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SPRING
Photos by Jeremie Wookey

Spring came early for Winnipeg this season, just in time for the new warm-weather
fashion. Here are a few key trends to follow for spring and summer.

Ladies

Military
A repeat? Who cares! This season’s military garb trend is taking the signature green jacket and going big – literally.
Rather than fitted and cropped, go for oversized and long. This is perfect for layering with leggings or cropped washed
denim shorts. Leave it open and tie it all in with a vintage washed t-shirt or a low arm hole tank and a pair of TOMS, the
biggest thing to hit casual shoes right now.
Blazers
Trade in that wool boyfriend blazer for something fresh and feminine. The signature blazer is taking on a more casual
twist, found in lighter colours and fabrics. Try something fitted, in dove grey and fleece-like cotton. Roll up your sleeves,
throw on a floral tank, a pair of dressy sandals. Shorts? Jeans? Leggings? They all work, so try them all.
Floral
Of course floral print is in. Dress it up or down. A baggy small-print floral shirt tucked into a pair of rolled denim shorts?
Or a fitted black corset tank tucked into a flowing floral mini? It’s up to you. Floral prints are definitely a favorite on the
Urban Outfitters website. Check frequently!
Washed denim
Yes it’s back, but shorter than ever. Rather than the hole in the knees or typical paint splatter, let’s trying cutting off the
legs entirely. Labels such as Current Elliot to Seven for all Mankind are definitely feeling it, producing a variety of cuts
and washes. Black denim is bigger than ever, and scrounging up a pair of vintage Levis is a must. Look for skirts and
Bermuda-length shorts. A little iffy about the length? Don’t worry. Acid and vintage washes are still in for summer’s
denim of choice: skinny.
Classic white t-shirt
Take a twist on this must-have classic and opt for something baggier and in a treated fabric. Try the white t-shirt baggy
and off the shoulder, and in a variety of forms: tie-dyed, burned-out, hole-filled. This classic piece has taken on a life on its
own.

Gents

Your trends are a little easier to follow. Keep an eye out for deconstructed jeans, suede shoes, canvas bags, and plaids. A
few of the trends are slightly mirrored between the sexes. Military is definitely big with the guys this season, from jackets
to pants to shorts. And how’s this for a dressy classic to casual piece: cotton ties.
Happy shopping, everyone! Enjoy your holidays to the fullest!
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JeJoMar Bakeshop
Filipino bakery moves to the Exchange
Jennifer McDonald
CONTRIBUTOR

money back

fast
NEWSPAPERS:

Kalihim Ube it’s hard to know
what to try. They all sound interesting. So, I tried a few of the traditional sweet buns, apparently
the most famous baked goods according to the owner.
There are a variety of small
round sweet buns with different
types of filling such as red bean
paste (Pandemongo) and sweet
coconut paste (Pandecoco).
These buns are made of soft,
sweet bread and the fillings are
unlike anything we use in North
American baking, but very delicious. They’re filling enough to
make a good snack and sweet
enough to feel like you’re treating
yourself to dessert.
The loaves of sweet bread are
very popular, and another menu
item worth trying is the Ensaymada. It’s a corn bread, but it has
a spongy, cakelike texture that
makes it more like a dessert than
any cornbreads I’ve previously
encountered.
JeJoMar’s menu includes coffee, soups and salads and the
bakeshop offers free internet
service. It can appeal to the lunch
time crowd, students and people
out shopping in the district. No
matter what you try you won’t be
disappointed.

DOCKET/AD#: 10-HRB-026-BW-BE-4

A new eatery is gracing the
streets of the Exchange District.
The JeJoMar Bakeshop, a traditional family-run business, has
recently moved from its location
on Isabel Street to bring its unique
Filipino baking to the area. The
new shop is located in the heart
of the Exchange on the corner of
McDermot Avenue and Arthur
Street, and with its bright awning
and catchy name it fits in nicely
with the feel of the District, bringing some cultural flair to the area.
A giant Filipino wedding cake
sculpture and some scattered
trinkets around the shop tell of
the owners’ cultural heritage. The
couple, who owned a bakery in
the Philippines decades ago now
run the JeJoMar with their four
children. The venue is very modern, large and brightly lit. It has
a contemporary atmosphere that
contrasts the traditional food and
quaint family-run feel. But it’s the
unique and delicious baking that
make this place worth checking
out.
Filipino baking consists mainly
of sweet breads and the bakery has
many to choose from. It’s hard to
know what to choose from the array of colourful, unique looking
buns and breads. With names like
Pandisal, Monay, Ensaymada and

Photo by Jeremie Wookey
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Winnipeg’s festivals give you no excuse for the summer doldrums
Brietta O’Leary
ARTS EDITOR
Folk Fest / Photo by Brietta O’Leary

Oh, summer. The weather
is warmer, the days are longer,
school is on hiatus and you’re
stuck in Winnipeg. Sure, you
could go on vacation, but you’ve
got school to save up for in the
fall, and whether you’re doing
lawn care or pushing papers for
the government, your summer
job might not let you take a long
holiday. As tempting as it is to sit
around your basement watching
re-runs and drinking slurpees, we
here at the Projector have a better
idea-- get your butt to a festival.
After all, you live in a province that always has something
to do during the summer. With
all of Manitoba’s festivals, you’ll
barely have a week off from their
combined awesomeness. We’re
talking weekend-long concerts
packed with big names and your
favourite band you’ve never heard
of, short plays that may either be
fantastic or fantastically horrible,
performers from all of the world
and an amazing array of food sold
out of trucks.
So have no fear, dear reader.
The Projector has your guide to
the best festivals Manitoba has to
offer and hints on how to get in on
the fun without spending all your
tuition money.
TD Winnipeg International
Jazz Festival
When: June 25 - July 4
Where: Downtown concert
venues and Old Market Square.

What: Unlike other Winnipeg
music festivals, Jazz Fest is based
in Winnipeg’s bars and concert
halls rather than open fields. The
annual festival takes its name
more as an inspiration than rule,
and hosts artists across any genre
that they can justify somehow relating to jazz - hip hop, soul, indie,
rockabilly, funk and of course,
old-school jazz greats. This year’s
full lineup is yet to be announced
as of press time, but prolific saxophonist Sonny Rollins and Canadian indie-folk band Great Lake
Swimmers have been revealed as
part of the roster.
How? Club passes and day
passes are available for smaller
venues, and concert prices can
range from $10 for smaller acts to
$75 for headliners. Check www.
jazzwinnipeg.com for more info
once the full lineup is released
April 23.
On the Cheap: The festival
hosts a free stage at Old Market
Square in the Exchange District.
Dauphin’s Countryfest
When: July 1-4
Where: Riding Mountain National Park
What: Countryfest fans are loyal, which might be why weekend
passes sold out within 12 hours
of going on sale last November.
While diving fully into the Countryfest experience is something
you’ll now have to seek out on
Ebay or Kijiji, day passes are still
available for three out of the four
days. Big draws this year include

Brooks & Dunn, Miranda Lambert, Kellie Pickler, Buffy Sainte
Marie and Corb Lund. Just keep
away from the funnels if you plan
on staying conscious.
How: Daily passes are under
$100, and can be ordered by calling (204) 622-3700.
On the Cheap: Sadly, Countryfest seems like an exclusive club
for those quick with the ticket
trigger and a way to get to Dauphin.

Canada.
How: Tickets are available online at www.winnipegfolkfestival.
ca and at the Winnipeg Folk Festival Music Store in the Exchange
District.
On the Cheap: Tickets are
around $60 for a day pass, and
can reach over $200 for the whole
weekend. However, Folk Fest rewards its volunteers handsomely,
with free entrance, backstage access and some pretty spectacular
grub.

Winnipeg Folk Festival
When: July 7-11
Where: Bird’s Hill Park
What: Need we explain Folk
Fest? Now in its 37th year, the fiveday festival is an outdoor hoopla of
sun, music, art and mud. Treading
the line between old-school folk,
indie-rock, world and alt-country, this year’s headliners include
Emmylou Harris, Sarah Harmer,
Andrew Bird, The Cat Empire,
Jimmy Cliff, The Avett Brothers
and The Swell Season, as well as
local faves John K. Samson, The
Duhks, Romi Mayes and Greg
MacPherson. Yet it’s the smaller
daytime stages that create some of
the most memorable sets. Beyond
the concerts, Folk Fest also boasts
handmade artisan vendors, interactive music school, and a wild
campground that’s practically a
festival in its own right, complete
with pungent whiffs of something
clearly not cigarette smoke. Grab
your tarp and prepare for one of
the best outdoor music festivals in

Winnipeg Fringe Festival
When: July 14-25
Where: Winnipeg theatre venues and the Exchange District.
What: Imagine a potluck -with independent theatre. Fringe
Fest is rife with hidden gems,
world-renowned acts, repeat hits,
and the odd letdown. But half the
fun of this 23-year-old festival is
the luck of the draw, and what else
would you expect from a festival
that bills itself as 100% unjuried and uncensored? Fringe Fest
offers everything from improv,
sketch comedy, children’s standup comedy, beat poetry, musicals
and one-person-shows to the
occasional morbid, no-kids-allowed, self-reflective S&M piece.
How: At less than $10 a pop
for most plays - all of which last
less than an hour - Fringe Fest is
an easy dip into the world of the
stage for even the most hesitant of
theatre-goers. Audiences can pay
per play, or buy passes from www.
winnipegfringe.com.
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On the Cheap: The festival offers a free stage with music, magicians and samples from plays.
Fringe Fest ranks with Folk Fest
for its volunteer program and rewards volunteers with free plays
and other benefits in exchange for
five-hour-shifts.
Folklorama
When: August 1-14
Where: Physically? Winnipeg’s glorious community centres, church halls and school
gyms. In spirit? All over the world.
What: Not everyone can afford
to go backpacking internationally
over the summer. Five continents’
worth of cultures set up camp in
pretty much anywhere with a hall
and banquet tables for two weeks
of international song, dance, food
and booze from all over the world.
Each pavilion represents a different culture or nation proud to
showcase themselves, and while
entrance tickets, food and drinks
can add up, it’s a lot cheaper than
jet-setting across the world.
How: Plan your night carefully
if you’re pavilion-hopping. Each
pavilion costs $5 for an entrance
fee, which includes the night’s
show, but food and drinks are extra. Check www.folklorama.ca for
more information.
On the Cheap: Folklorama can
be as cheap or as elaborate as you
want it to be, but $5 admission
isn’t much for a fun night out.
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